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;Title:   TO SEEK UNKNOWN SHORES. 
“I am through you, so I” (e. e. Cummings) 
 
Essay Abstract 
 
 Physics assumptions wrong?  Not necessarily, but are inadequate for the 
original intent of physics, role(s) of: water for life, the electron for light, and a 
substance for mass. Panpsychism 1, an ancient philosophy, is related to a Russian 
”troika” (3-horse "forces") acting on a point. Aspects of energies are raised in a 
swimmer-water dialogue (swimming, feeling, and thinking all use energy, no?) 
 

 Dr. Tykodi’s works2 are of great influence. Thermodynamic entropy 
increases as heat equilibrium is sought from energies in space, mass, and time. 
These are connected as an inscribed sphere in a regular tetrahedron coupled by two 
sets of 4 points, non-collinear. With graphing (tree) possibilities of 6/16, 9/16, and 
1/16, they relate, respectively, to 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D space. A dialogue with water 
discusses dimensionless ratios of the fine structure constant, critical ratios of 
surface area-to-volume, [A3/V2]1/2 and other factors, under headings: (I) Motion-
Growth, (II) Actions-Reactions, (III) Spheres-Tetrahedrons, (IV) 
Thermodynamics-Kinetics, (V) Mass-Energy, and (VI) Gravity-Charge.  
 End Notes add some insight into Tykodi's work and panpsychism. 
________________________________________________________ 
1. Erikson, T.A., The Philosophy of Evolution, Ch. 6: Panpsychism and 
   Thermodynamics, Explored, Yash Publishing,  (2009) 
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Thermodynamics of systems in non-equilibrium states, Thinkers Press (2002) 
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INTRODUCTION 
The subtitle quote refers to “I” as water and me for 84 years! Chance led to 

water in my 1959 thesis1, followed by water research to confirm my advisor’s (Dr. 
Ralph J. Tykodi, now deceased) thermo-staedic approach to entropy production2. 
Lacking mathematical rigor, I diverted to experience such processes as a marathon 
swimmer3  “system” maintaining a steady-rate through water as terminal 
surrounding states.  Feeling water within, through, and without has given me, I 
think, considerable insight to various role(s) of force and energy. 
 
 Perhaps the real source(s) of this essay should be identified.  It was in a 
dream a short time after the loss of my soul mate that her clear words,  "The water 
will talk to you" came out of the darkness of unconscious sleep several times.  
Puzzlement arose in several days that followed. How? For many years we shared 
the quandary of the reality for “life”. Then, being hearing impaired, perhaps her 
words were really, “the water will talk through you"! I leave it to the reader to 
decide whether these are my words, water’s, or even Diane’s, as they are written 
here.  It is, after all, an attempt to illuminate origins for sensual feeling and 
memory for thought as they may appear in matters of water, life, and energy.  That 
will be for the reader to decide.   
 
BACKGROUND  
  I began work at the Armour Research Foundation (now IITRI) as a research 
engineer in propellants.  Paid tuition lured me to seek more chemistry background. 
Having plenty lab work, a theoretical paper study for a thesis1, to be entitled, 
“Thermodynamics of the Steady State” grabbed me. My advisor, Dr. Ralph J. 
Tykodi had a lifelong goal to seek thermo-staedic properties of systems in steady-
rate processes to define entropy production…(he was better known as a chess 
expert!) The thesis led to an AFOSR contract at IITRI to study the steady forced 
vaporization of water as relates to rocket propellant vaporization. He was elated 
with my “normalizing” treatment for considerable data, varying equipment and 
temperature. It reveals a non-equilibrium system property in a classical 
thermodynamic sense.  We co-authored4 several articles and gained more5-7. It was 
amusing when one8 was denied (solved by heat transfer) for the JCP series but 
accepted at JHT with referee comment, “gives insight to heat transfer problems”.  

 

 

 My head was exhausted and relief was 
sought by being “the” steady-state system at a 
steady-rate for long hours in water passing 
through and about.  Seeking "Occam's razor", 
dozens of scientific tomes were read to unearth 
origins and drives of energy and force.   
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 Marathon swims are a dumb thing, yet swimming into open waters where 
shorelines disappear captured my imagination. After a first success for completing 
36-3/4 miles earned $3,675, I pursued professional and personal swim interests.  
Both subsequent swim financial rewards and research efforts suffered. Retired 
from IITRI as a Senior Chemist, attention turned to teaching chemistry, math, and 
later, physics in public schools.  A thirst for fundamentals of physics continued.  
 

A dialogue with water follows, discussing (I) Motion-Growth, (II) Actions-
Reactions, (III) Spheres-Tetrahedrons, (IV) Thermodynamics-Kinetics, (V) Mass-
Energy, and (VI) Gravity-Charge. 
 
DIALOGUE:  (Water in italics) 
 
(I) MOTION-GROWTH 

My awareness of motions, internal and external, included: movements in the 
womb; splashing in a bathtub; paddling in a small reservoir; entering a swimming 
pool; and making erratic progress across the open waters of lakes, channels, and 
oceans. In open waters, external motions influenced progress due to winds, waves, 
currents, temperature, and denizens of the deep, while internal actions-feelings-
thoughts required control to coordinate internal movements from the fingertips to 
the toes.  

 
Growth evolved from a first swim as the union of sperm and egg. The 

environment of the womb allowed an unknown control center to make appropriate 
mass additions that compose a human body:  arms and legs for motion needs; eyes, 
ears, nose, tongue, and skin touch for input of light, sound, smell, taste, and “feel” 
from steady, or unsteady, surroundings; a nervous system for internal signaling; 
and a brain that records a bank of memories of all inputs, physical, mental, and 
emotional. Here lies the troika of an undefined as yet, “panpsychism”.   

 
Interesting. Like your sperm and egg, elemental constituents of hydrogen 

and oxygen also found each other and merged to make water. Their “womb” was a 
surroundings rich in more elemental constituents that moved chaotically to form 
many, many members of my family. We traveled hither and yon among ourselves. 
Supplied with available energy, we move and attempt growth into larger sizes as a 
group by clustering.    

 
For us as individuals, growth constituents of isotopic and ionic character 

cause 33 complexities9 in our identity. And like dinosaurs, attempts failed to 
maintain immense sizes of growth as clusters, but can increase10 the “n” in (H2O)n  
from 1 to 280, for extremely short times. Common are clusters of 3-5 individuals.  
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Our nervous system and control centers are primitive. Although not given much 
credit for feeling, memory, and, much less, thought, we are slaves to surrounding 
masters to dutifully exhibit properties that are observed, identified, and measured.  
Consciousness without memory of this is not consciousness at all. 
 

Although life is considered defunct 11, all life and the complex human 
molecule12 depend on our service to incubate, sustain, and maintain sizes from tiny 
to big. But, as waves that oscillate from a crest as energy to a trough as mass, we 
have short times to exist, too. It is rarely considered. To reproduce our 
composition and clarify our purity makes us happy.  
 
(II) ACTIONS-REACTIONS 

Swimming ponders whether one is a wave of mass traveling on a sea of 
energy or a wave of energy traveling on a sea of water’s mass. With heat being a 
form of energy and also contained in mass, relations of mass and energy are 
ubiquitous. Swimming physical arm and leg motions of action push water 
backward in efforts to go forward. In a movie run reverse, one concludes that it is 
the action of water moving forward pushing a swimmer. A swimmer’s action and 
water’s reaction are physically identical.    

 
There is certainly consciousness in the  “practice makes perfect” edict in the 

rote training for swimming.  Practice, repeated sufficiently implants a memory to 
cause the unconscious to override the conscious, as suggested13 by Eagleman’s 
“INCOGNITO".  Swimming becomes trance-like; sleeping through long swims 
only to return to consciousness when feedings are necessary, emergency conditions 
arise, or walking onto the shore of one's goal.  

  
Water must have a memory that always dictate responses and actions to 

surroundings. Science depends on it. To originate and maintain a role for life must 
have been repeated many, many, times in the past before all errors were corrected. 

 
Other than being pushed around by something swimming, we experience a 

singular reaction to any energy of heat encountered. We shiver and freeze as a 
solid at low levels of heat and free individuals as vapor from our liquid family at 
higher levels.  Repeated sufficiently, these responses to heat became ingrained as 
reference points for all. Insulated from surrounding influences for reasonable 
periods, we usually share the heat equally.  Yet there are some as an individual 
who do not share and gather excessive amounts of heat to act erratically  

 
Since we are slaves to that which surrounds, our reactions are simply means 

to maintain an existence in a war of survival.  This sometimes means a wave cycle 
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of life, reproduction, and death by activities that you can hardly imagine. You 
should explore means of measuring our consciousness and memory in other 
dimensions.  
 
(III) SPHERES AND TETRAHEDRONS 

Physical, mental, and emotional control is required to swim fast or far.  It 
relates here to a Russian “troika” where three horses are hooked up in ways to 
control power, direction, and speed.  There are 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D dimensions of 
space involving, respectively, length, area, and volume, or as it exists, space-time. 
As detailed14 in Fuller's "Synergetics", the tetrahedron and sphere are simple 
extremes for structures of space.  The following figure shows all dimensional 
characteristics for the former. . 

 
     The regular tetrahedron 
 

The regular tetrahedron implies four vertices as points, each equidistant from 
all others; an inscribed sphere tangent to the four faces of the tetrahedron adds four 
similar points; both surface-to-volume ratios are equal and suggest identical 
activities for different content. Clearly, as size dimension in the denominator 
decreases, activity can increase unbounded.  Made dimensionless as a surface area 
(A) cubed to volume (V) squared ratio and taking a square root, symbolically, 
[A3/V2]1/2, the values for a regular tetrahedron and a sphere per unit volume are of 
order, 19.34 and 10.63, respectively, at any size.  

 
. Three lines acting on one point creates what is known as a Russian 

“troika”.  Three lines will also connect a set of four points by simple trees (line 
connects) where points are at a vertex of 1, 2, or 3 lines. Possible ways of doing 
this are 6, 9, and 1 implying 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D perspectives, for a total of 16.  In 
other words, 1/16, 9/16, and 6/16 probabilities exist to control, measure, or define 
uncertainties of 3-D, 2-D, and 1-D actions in “space”. 
 

2

    Unit-edge Unit-radius 
A Edge 1.0 1.632993161858 
B Radius 0.6123724356958 1.0 
C Height 0.8164965809277 1.333333333333 
D Center to side 0.2041241452312 0.333333333333 
E Center to edge 0.3535533905932 0.5773502691896 
F Base to corner 0.5773502691896 0.9428090415834 
G Base to edge 0.2886751345948 0.4714045207904 
Figure and data,   Re: www.washedashore.com	  

1
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Memory can be defined by: “repetition breeds memory” and “memory 
breeds permanence” for its use. With a tetrahedron, one continuous line to trace all 
6 edges returning to start requires one path line reversed, and another retraced. 
Repeated 24 times for all necessary “traces” assures memory and permanence for 
this space structure, as well as for the inscribed sphere within.  

 
 Wolfram's "Mathematica" was employed15 to calculate an exact value16 

(137. 0359895...) of α, the fine structure constant from this co-joined structure. It 
required a slightly irregular tetrahedron. Here, α is derived as a dimensionless 
137.51 using the dimensions in previous table, so coupled, at any size:  

 
α  =  {(3)1/2(Edge)4 } / {(Volume of face sphere) (Radius to edge)}  

 
Geez! You imply that equal activities of tetrahedrons and spheres are 

coupled by two sets of four shared points, equidistant as vertices of the tetrahedron 
and face tangents for the sphere. The latter set generates a smaller tetrahedron 
within the sphere while the former set can generate a larger sphere.  Repeated in 
both directions ad infinitum carries one into worlds of infinity (the cosmos) and 
zero (the particle).  
 

 Welcome! You have entered into our world of tiny people. Messages in this 
world emerge from nuclei through even tinier particles called electrons and waves 
called photons. Water is a mediator for extreme surface-to-volume activities to 
generate life, hard to imagine and difficult to observe from the outside world.  
 
(IV) THERMODYNAMICS AND KINETICS 

Thermodynamics and kinetics rely on equilibrium and statistical states of 
matter, respectively. Dr. Tykodi’s approach is significant by assuming a steady 
“non-equilibrium region” to derive thermo-staedic properties of this region through 
classical laws. His approach simply suggests that power, as a steady energy rate, 
implies reversibility for the “appropriate” quantity that maintains his “steady-state 
region” (quotes identify critical assumptions).  Entropy production always 
increases as any process seeks equilibrium, i.e. where heat transfer potentials are 
zero.  

Ignoring thermodynamic details: while physical work is energy doing 
something in 1-D, heat is a form of energy in at least, 2-D, and more likely 3-D; 
work can be done reversibly in 1-D, (e.g., a pulley with two weights); but how 
would one reversibly make 3-D heat return to the same 3-D heat?  This conundrum 
is one of many ways to consider entropy production.  Kinetics defines entropy as 
the statistical increase of this disorder.  
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 Hmmm. Studying a steady-state region of non-equilibrium from external 
terminal states of equilibrium is a unique approach to thermodynamics. Assuming 
validity of assumptions, entropy is resolved as a system property that causes 1-D 
energies to diverge into 2 and 3 dimensions, always increasing and lost in a state 
of chaos. In our world of tiny people, the probability of three lines from three 
points that converge on a fourth is only 1/16, i.e., 6.25%. It implies the creation for 
a reality of a substance of mass coupled to energy.  

 
(V) MASS and ENERGY 
 The following table is used to identify words, symbols, units, and their 
combinations in the technical discussion that follows: 
Identification Ratio of Energy, E, to Measured quantity (or constant) 
Einstein Mass, M, implies           ⇒ Light velocity squared, c2 
Mechanical Distance, d, implies       ⇒ Force, F (F =M x acceleration) 
Pressure Volume, V, implies       ⇒ Pressure, P 
Surface  Area, A, implies            ⇒ Surface tension, γ 
Charge Volt, ∇ , implies            ⇒ Charge, q* (the electron) 
Light Frequency, f, implies ..  ⇒ Planck constant, h 
Power Time, t, implies              ⇒ Power, joules/sec 
Heat Temperature, T, implies ⇒ Entropy heat, calories 
Etc.    
 

 Newton’s force, as mass times acceleration (F = M x a) defines a 
circuitous connection of force and mass, (neither defined independent of the other). 
When multiplied by distance, it defines mechanical energy. Here respectively, 
kilograms (Kg), meters (m) and seconds (sec) identify energy as counting the 3-
fold combination, Kg-m2/sec2, called “joules” from a 1-D measurement.  

 
Now pressure as E/V divided by surface tension as E/A produces A/V, the 

critical surface-to-volume ratio discussed before with respect to sphere and 
tetrahedron configurations. Surface-to-volume is unbounded as size approaches 
zero, i.e. there is an infinite “activity” at points! Stability of such “free energy” is 
achieved at any size by coupling all points on an internal sphere (as mass) to an 
external tetrahedron (as energy) in 3-D space. 

 
Repetition of an event involves time or frequency. Dividing E/f (as Planck 

constant, h, and E/t (as power) produces t/f. In 3-D space, it unlikely their 
definition as simple inverses applies. If t = 1/f is assumed, then one or the other is 
squared which implies a positive or negative, i.e. a future and a past with a 
"present" only transitory.  
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Finally, 3-D space involves real variables of d, M, and t. Other “forces” can 
operate on M and t to produce energy, such as c2 x M, and Power x t.  Less "real" is 
the force of entropy on temperature, producing heat energy.  

 
Whooey.  Hard to follow but you seem to imply that a surface-to-volume 

ratio is critical for individuals in my land of tiny people. It suggests infinite sources 
of free energy are available at any points in my vicinity. My structure can be made 
tetrahedral (which has been proven10), yet my mass is generally spherical. 
Periodicity between these structures as a 3-fold wave implies that  "am, am not, 
become again", occurs just like you. Obviously, at our sizes, it happens at 
extremely high frequencies that are difficult to imagine, much less measure.  

 
 I am pleased to note that you imply sources of energy for my power to do 

something.  There is also the necessity of my surface for the reality for light to 
exist.  Big things like elephants live longer than small things like ants. Tiny 
particles like me strive for an increased size and a longer existence by transient 
growths, or encouraging growth with others.  Is it not arrogant to consider me not 
having "life" or consciousness like you?  

 
 (VI) GRAVITY AND CHARGE  

Nature would seem to rely on the reality of units of length, mass, and time 
much more than the units of electricity that are so useful for physicists, i.e., 
coulombs, volts, amperes, etc. For example, a 1943 MIT graduate electrical 
engineer has derived17 the gravity constant, G*, from electrical units as:  

 
G* = 6.68541 x 10 -11(coulomb-volt-meter)/(kilograms)2  ,  

which is practically identical to Newton's gravity constant with equivalent units, 
G  = 6.67259 x 10-11  (meters)3/(kilogram)(second)2 
 

A note therein from L. Tesfatsion, another MIT investigator, confirms equivalence 
of such electrostatic and gravity units.   
 

The electron has a tiny mass and a charge.  As a point, it is a local source of 
infinite free energy.  As a mass, it is a global attraction for other masses by the 
gravity constant, G. It is a fact to show that {G x M}1/2 produces the ratio of 
surface tension to density as  (γ/ ρ) ½, i.e., an electron or proton existing as a plus or 
minus charge due to the square root, with transient masses.  

 
 Finally, placing four tetrahedral points placed at crests and troughs of 
electrical and magnetic waves with a sphere within shows a striking similarity to 
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the gravitational-electromagnetic wave with three components as reported18 in 
England.  

 
You are obsessed with the notions that (1) light seeks mass and (2) mass 

seeks time. To substantiate such in a scientific manner is not likely in the 
microscopic nature of our world. Evidence is lacking since our "consciousness", 
unlike yours, is difficult to imagine, much less observe and measure. However, if 
some similarity is assumed, we number as a majority and demand votes to be 
considered and included in any election of "government for all". We are all 
creatures, large and small, feeling surroundings, and striving to survive.   

 
CONCLUSIONS 
This submission evolved from a question seeking answers that Diane and I 

sought since 1961, "Why does anything do what it does?" Physics is attacking the 
physical side well, but its answers breed questions.  Some, of many, quotes guiding 
this include: Fuller's "Unity is plural, and at minimum, two"14 ; Penrose's "Perhaps 
something we have missed..." 20; Feynman's "all paths must be considered"19, and 
for my case "what are drives for force and energy in swimming?" 

 
Creatures, big, small, and tiny, move and grow as waves of energy and mass 

that appear and disappear as crests and troughs. Quantum theory applies squared 
amplitudes to waves as a 50-50 probability.  Motion connects two points as a line. 
Curved motion needs three points that generate area.  Space requires four points to 
define activity as a tetrahedron or content as a sphere. Coupled together, they 
suggest 3-fold probabilities; 1/16, 9/16 and 6/16 for 3-D, 2-D, and 1-D spaces, 
respectively. (More complex, this also applies to irregular tetrahedrons and 
spheroids, oblate and prolate). Experimental approaches to confirm such ideas 
require three simultaneous measurements, a complicated set-up. Yet, amazing 
things have been, and are being done.  Curiosity landing on Mars is a fine example.  

 
The 3-fold electric-magnetic-gravitational wave of Newstead18 suggests, 

when (IF) experimentally confirmed and properly tuned, the creation of matter 
from nothing (a point) has a 0.0625 probability. This may be happening in nature 
occasionally, even now.   

 
This writing is dedicated to my partner, Diane Richards, Dr. Ralph J. 

Tykodi, and many others from Chicago's Lake Michigan's "Point" where 
swimming and swimmers have played significant roles in my life. This writing has 
burned more calories than my longest and hardest swim!  #  

 
  End Notes details Dr. Tykodi's work and defines, tentatively, panpsychism.  
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END NOTES (Page 1 of 2) 
 To further confirm Dr. Tykodi's approach to thermodynamic steady-states; 
some background is reviewed, to suggest possible experimental work. In this 
submission, measurement units of mass (kilograms as "Kg")), length (meters, or 
"m") and time (seconds, or "sec") are considered as Nature's reality. A Newtonian 
force multiplied by distance identifies a mechanical energy, kinetic and/or 
potential, as Kg-m2/sec2. Heat energy is equivalent as "calories" by cannon-boring 
and other joule experiments. Other "man-made" units, although of great usefulness, 
detract from the original intent of Physics to understand Nature. 

 Both mechanical and heat energies can do work (w). But Newton's 3rd law, 
for heat and work is NOT "action equals reaction"!  Efficiency (η) of heat (q) from 
work, η = q/w, can be made 100% due to friction.  For a given thermodynamic 
system, entropy (as defined) depletes heat that produces work in any (even 
reversible) stage, as the Carnot cycle shows (without temperature), i.e., η = w/qin  = 
(1 - qout/ qin ). In short, transfers of heat incur entropy production. 

 On a power basis (as I interpret Dr. Tykodi's work), the relative rates of heat 
in and heat out of a steady-rate region are significant to entropy productions. My 
experience7 with shock testing suggests that such experiments can control the rates 
of heat out relative to heat in steadily for short durations. Fast response 
instrumentation can confirm his assumptions of an "appropriate quantity" that 
maintains a "steady-state region" for processes other than forced vaporization. 
Thermo-steadic properties in a classical sense can prove useful. 

 Panpsychism, as an ancient philosophy, suggests all things have awareness 
to dictate the murky*1 business of consciousness that directs emergentism. An 
excellent review*2 (The Stanford Encyclopedia) writes, "Broadly speaking, there 
are, at bottom, only two positions that can promise the desired integration: 
panpsychism and emergentism. If one believes that the most fundamental physical 
entities (quarks, leptons, bosons, or whatever physics will ultimately settle upon) 
are devoid of any mental attributes, and if one also believes that some systems of 
these entities, such as human brains, do possess mental attributes, one is espousing 
some kind of doctrine of the emergence of mind." 

  If emergentism fixes memory, then panpsychism dictates future response. 
Physics ignores this controversy, motion energy being a main focus. But motion 
can merge masses, growth can evolve, and some conservation laws are violated. 
________________________________________________________________ 
*1   Lederman's adjective, in "The God Particle", Houghton Mifflin Co. (1993)   
*2   http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/panpsychism/  
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Page 2 of 2 
 Consciousness without memory is not consciousness at all. To define eludes 
science. To define as force or energy, it must involve "spaces" occupied by the 
substance of mass and/or the frequency of light. With time changing all, it is chaos, 
a "state of things where chance is supreme". Chance, as a probability, is involved 
in physics, as evident from successes of quantum theory.  

 So, if panpsychism and emergentism are real, they most certainly involve 
probability. To make deterministic appears fruitless. Yet, picture below shows a 6-
line graph to define 3-D space. Trees of 3 lines are formed 16 different ways.   
From one fixed point, emergentism grows a line, an area, or a volume with 0.375, 
0.5625, and 0.0625 probabilities, respectively. Case (IV) implies a sphere, as mass, 
evolving with (III).  Three additional lines define (III) as a graph. Spherical content 
with radius within is coupled to 4 tetrahedral faces (of infinite radii) without are 
assumed as mass and energy, respectively. Panpsychism, as a 50-50 probability, 
controls the integrity of this duality as unity.  

 

The picture* shows a graph of four points non-
collinear, i.e., a tetrahedron (6 lines connected) 
The graph has16 trees. Fix one as start point for 
all trees of 4 point joins with 3 lines. Discover: 
(I) 3 lines connect points sequentially 6 different 
ways, i.e., linearly. 
(II) One point to 2 lines at same time makes 9 
configurations implying 1 tetrahedral "face". 
(III) 3 lines to one at same time (or reverse) 
grow 3 faces of a tetrahedron only 1 way.  
(IV) A sphere tangent to each of 3 faces evolves 
with  (III) at the same time.  
(With lines as waves, low amplitudes imply 
"straightness" and high amplitudes suggest 
fundamental or harmonic frequencies, much too 
complex to be considered here.) 
Probabilities are 0.375, 0.5625, .0625, and 50-
50 for (I), (II), (III), and (IV) respectively. 
 

 In sum, emergent and panpsychistic properties imply growth and memory to 
assure integrity of coupling mass and energy at any size. The ubiquitous electron, 
as a wave and tiny mass point, mediates these properties. Swimming long and far  
can "feel" this mystical source of force and energy as water itself has resolved.  
 
*  Found several years ago in Van Nostrand's Encyclopedia, 5th Edition (1976), 
page 2234 under "trees". (My markings, my copy!) 


